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AdvAnced Business And TeAm skills for ProfessionAl scienTisTs

Boot Camp 2 is SciPhD’s “advanced placement” program focused on separating yourself from 
your competition when you go after your first job. In today’s competitive landscape, everyone 
can do the science. What will separate you from your competition is your ability to demon-
strate the business and social skills that professional organizations value. This 2-Day program 
takes Boot Camp 1 to higher level by focusing on seven modules that demonstrate to busi-
nesses a deeper understanding and experience in the skills they value.

LEARN.SHARE.EXPERIENCE.
SciPhD Prepares Scientists for Professional Careers

2-DAY BOOT CAMP 2

Full Day Program 36hr CertiFiCate Program2-Day Boot CamPühalF Day WorkshoP

 ¾ The Business of Science
 ¾ Advanced Communication Techniques for Scientists
 ¾ Building Effective Teams
 ¾ Developing Your People
 ¾ Six Leadership Styles
 ¾ Putting Project Management to Work
 ¾ Financial Literacy

Students will demonstrate 
their understanding of each 
of these seven modules in 
actual behavioral-based in-
terview experiences.

The Boot Camp 2 modules include:



www.sciphd.com

2 Days of Experiential Based Learning (“learn by doing”)

Attendees depart with all the following TEAM experiences:

 ¾ 6 of the 23 competencies to master to be competitive
 ¾ 3 components of every communication message
 ¾ The “3 question” communication technique
 ¾ 3 neurolinguistics techniques to monitor the communication process
 ¾ 3 social intelligence techniques to shift or reframe your message
 ¾ 2 ways to build trust
 ¾ 6 team tools for small group performance innovation
 ¾ 4 stages of developing others to an expert performance level
 ¾ 6 leadership styles and cultures practiced in business
 ¾ 3 cornerstones of project management
 ¾ Using their new experiences in behavioral-based interviews

IT’S ABOUT THE TEAM

Studies show that about 50% of new hires are let go in the first 18 months not because of 
technical issues, but because they did not “fit in”, assimilate, or become part of a team. This 
program focuses not only on  the skills industry demands in order to get that first job, but also 
to be successful in those first 18 months as part of the team. This will both distinguish you from 
your competition and prepare you for future leadership positions in your professional career.


